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Klipsch promedia 2.1 thx® certified computer speaker

Celebrating the speed of sound through strength and resilience, T5 II True Wireless Sport McLaren Edition headphones are built to endure everything life throws at you. Forget headphones; give your desktop or laptop a serious audio upgrade. Klipsch Laptop, desktop, Chromebook - whatever computer
setup you have at home, it's time for a serious audio upgrade. For a limited time, and as long as deliveries last, Costco Klipsch Has ProMedia 2.1 THX Computer Speakers for $99.99. That's $40 of the regular price and the best I see anywhere (including Amazon). Klipsch ProMedia 2.1 has been around
forever; it is widely regarded as one of the all-time-great computer speaker setups. And with good reason: It cranks out a whopping 200 watts of THX-certified sound goodness via its subwoofer and two satellites. So if your computer is also the place you play games, watch movies, listen to music and so
on, such a thing would offer a massive improvement over all the built-in speakers you use. Needless to say, you need a Costco membership to take advantage of this offer. Unfortunately, the membership Groupon deal from a few weeks back is now expired. Maybe you can find a friend to help you make
purchases? Anyway, you also need a standard 3.5mm headphones or audio-out jack; ProMedia cannot run off USB. A cool benefit, though: One of the satellites includes both headphones and line-out jacks, should the need arise. Your thoughts? This bottle uses UV light to purify your water, and it's on
sale for $49 (save 30%)UV light for the water gain! Galvanox We know that UV light can destroy the harmful bacteria on our phones, but did you know it works on water too? That's the promise, anyway, as noted in this latest roundup of self-cleaning water bottles. A blast of UV light disinfects not only H2O,
but also the inside of the bottle. Interested? Here's one of the more affordable options I've seen somewhere: For a limited time, and while supplies last, galvanox Steliron UV Sterilizer Water Bottle drops to $48.99 with promo code A93SB6HR. That's 30% off the regular price. I'll be the first to admit that I
know little about this product category, and this product is so new it has zero user reviews. I can say that it has two cleaning modes (fast and full length) and a lightweight cap that is great for up to 40 uses on one charge. Read the above mentioned roundup for some great insight into how these bottles
work and why you might want one. Having binged a lot of the History Channel's Alone series lately, I can definitely see wanting a simple, effective way to sterilize water. Not that I dip in many wilderness streams, mind you, but you never know. CNET's Cheapskate bursts the web for great deals on
technical products and More. For the latest offers and updates, follow Cheapskate on Facebook and Twitter. Find more good buys at at Offers page and check out our CNET Coupons page for the latest promo codes from Best Buy, Walmart, Amazon and more. Questions about the Cheapskate blog? Find
the answers on our FAQ page. The information contained in this Article is for educational and information purposes only and is not intended as health or medical advice. Always consult a doctor or other qualified healthcare provider about any questions you may have about a medical condition or health
goal. For those who want a top spec speaker system for their computer and aren't afraid to splurge a bit, the Klipsch Promedia 3-bit audio system should be just enough to meet their needs. The speaker system has two 35-watt satellite speakers and a subwoofer. Its subwoofer also includes an
independent volume control that allows you to get as much bass as you want, and at 130 watts, you have your room filled with ear pounding sounds. Stick around for this review to see why the Klipsch Promedia 2.1 speaker set is one of the best computer speakers you can get for your desktop. Why We
Like It - Klipsch Promedia 2.1 The Klipsch Promedia 2.1 speaker set is a formidable choice for a PC speaker setup, and with the 130 Watt subwoofer it comes with, the bass levels you get from it are much higher than you can get from standard computer speakers. THX Certified High 180 Watt Power
Output 1 Year Warranty Performance This Promedia set includes 2 35-watt satellite speakers held by a built-in metal stand, and on the right speaker you'll see a headphone jack, an AUX port, and both volume and subwoofer steering wheel. When cranked up to the highest level, this sound system is able
to lay out 106 decibels of sound, which is loud enough to get complaints from your neighbor. With a frequency response rate of 31kHz – 20 kHz, the disk pairs are sharp, mids are defined and the lows are solid. Unlike bose companion 2-series iii multimedia speakers, this audio system is THX certified,
meaning that it's sound quality has been recognized as one that meets the highest standards of audio technology, so if you get this speaker you will definitely swing with the best. Design When it comes to design, Klipsch Promedia PC speakers are certainly not that much to look at, but it's satellite
speakers come with a metal mount that contributes to its aggressive behavior. The speaker is only available in a black color, and cumulatively, the entire set weighs around 14.2 pounds. In the pack you will also find two 9.5-foot lengths speaker cable, which we think is enough to help you get it set. The
speaker that may take some figurative to decide where to place what, but if you want to avoid all this, you might want to look at the taotronics tt-sk018 soundbar that provides a wide soundstage no matter where you place it. Value available for more than 15 years, this Klipsch Promedia 2.1 channel
speaker set fills the space between standard PC speakers and a Home theatre set makes them the best speakers for anyone who wants to really get the most out of their audio experience. The THX certification also drives up the value, and is the main reason the speakers are priced at around $200. On
top of that, the speakers also come with a 1 year warranty just like amazonbasics usb-powered pc computer speakers, so you should remain sure it's a good quality product. Klipsch Promedia 2.1 Wrap Up The Klipsch Promedia Speaker Set is a great choice for anyone who wants to enjoy high quality
audio when playing games or watching movies. It's separate subwoofer is quite powerful, but one thing it misses is the lack of support for a Bluetooth connection. Klipsch is a well-known brand for the audio industry, and it has been on the market for quite a few years now. Due to high-end quality, Klipsch
managed to remain a top option for users worldwide. The Klipsch ProMedia 2.1 THX speaker system is a perfect choice for people looking for something affordable yet powerful. It is one of the oldest PC/gaming speaker systems on the market and it remains one of the most popular speaker systems. The
Klipsch ProMedia 2.1 speaker system was first introduced in 2000 and it has been around for 20 years. The number of changes made to this speaker system is gradually improving. The speaker system is THX-Certified.THX certification is a true quality mark. From TVs and speaker systems to 4K HDMI
cables, THX certified home entertainment products have been tested and verified to consistently provide the optimal entertainment experiences. To get theTHX certificate,the speaker must pass a lot of tests. THX certification is not free. Bescause manufacturer must pay for the certification and to make
the speaker system a bit expensive. So, if a device is THX certified, you can be sure that it meets some really high standards in terms of sound performance. What's in the box? Come with the box, you get two satellite speakers, a subwoofer, two speaker cables, an instruction manual and warranty
information. The bass reflex port is located on the front panel of the subwoofer and the 6.5-inch driver is on the right side. With a 130 watt 6.5 inch subwoofer. ProMedia 2.1 THX bridges the gap from PC speakers to a mini-home cinema system. The extra power of the low frequency provides a full, rich
sound. This means gamers, movie watchers and music lovers will all appreciate the ProMedia 2.1 THX speaker system. Each satellite has two drivers (mid-range driver and tweeter). The right satellite is considered to be the main channel. All controls and inputs are located on the control pod at the bottom
of the right speaker. On the front there are two volume knobs. is for volume control and the other for basic control. Having independent base control is excellent. For example, you might want to screw up the bass we listen to hip-hop, watch a movie or play a particular game. On the right side of the main
speaker there are two AUX ports, one for input and the other for output). You can use the input to connect your phone or any other audio device. The AUX output is a headphone jack. Both satellites are hardwired. A fixed 3.5-millimeter cable allows you to connect your speaker system to your PC, TV or
DVD player. Sound qualityWhen it comes to sound quality, proMedia 2.1's full frequency response delivers clear peaks and mids and solid thundering bass. This also makes these speakers so versatile and could easily function as a medium home theater system. Klipsch recommends keeping the base
control set to 10 o'clock. To be more specific, this consistently provides bass on both low and high volumes. In addition, ProMedia 2.1 provides a total peak of power of 200 watts. Each satellite speaker produces 35 watts of peak. Subwoofer a powerful 130 Watts top. This crossover separation enables the
system to deliver a flat frequency response. After hours of listening to music and watching movies, I think a 2.1 speaker system can't get much better. The base is strong and impactful, but it is always under control and does not become overwhelming. The subwoofer can beat the crazy low tones that you
can't believe coming from a 6.5-inch driver. The subwoofer delivers more than enough bass. The best part is that I like the most is that it doesn't distort lower midrange frequencies. When you turn up the volume above 90%, the distortion becomes noticeable. These two satellites deliver dynamic and
detailed mids with super-clean voices and sparkling highs. The disk piles are not too intense or piercing. All in all, the sound is very balanced, and the sound signature is neutral. To finish, Klipsch ProMedia 2.1 provides exceptional value and performance for the price. So don't hesitate to buy them
because you won't regret it. Feature1.EXCLUSIVE HORN TECHNOLOGYKlipsch MicroTractrix® horn makes a significant contribution to ProMedia 2.1 amazing knowledge. The highly efficient design reproduces more sound from each watt of power. It controls the dispersion of that sound and sends the
sound straight to the ears for clarity, allowing no other system to duplicate.2.CLEAN BASS OUTPUT AT ALL VOLUME LEVELSThe two-way satellites' 3 midbass drivers blend perfectly with promedia 2.1's solid, 6.5-subwoofer for full bandwidth bass response. With a separate volume control of the
subwoofer, you can adjust for the best base for what you listen to.3.PERFORMANCE THAT CREATES FLEXIBILITYWith its plug and play setting and a comfortable 3.5 mm input, promedia 2.1 can double from anything a TV audio amplifier to a 2.1 HomeTheater system. It's 200 watts dynamic system
power can fill even one larger room with sound. The headphone jack allows for private listening when desired. Klipsch ProMedia 2.1 THX SpectificationsTotal System Power: 100 watts continuous/200 watts peak @ &lt;0.2% THD; 260 watts short-term peak powerSatellites: 18 watts/channel continuous @
&lt;0.2% THD, 1kHz; 26 watts/channel short-term power @ &lt;5% THD, 1kHzSubwoofer: 65 watts continuous @ &lt;0.2% THD, 50 Hz; 80 watts short-term power @ &lt;5% THD, 50HzFrequency Response: 35Hz ~ 22kHzSatellite Crossover Frequency: 3.5kHzShieldIng Material Satellites: ABSSubwoofer:
MDFEnclosure Type Satellites: SealedSubwoofer: Bass ReflexHigh Frequency Horn: 90° x 40° MicrorixTract? Inputs: 3.5 mm miniplugBluetooth: 2.0Typical Maximum output: 110dB SPL (in-room) Outputs: 3.5 mm mini plug; HeadphonesDimensions Satellite: 8.5 (21.59 cm) x 4.2 (10.67 cm) x 5.67 (14.4
cm)subwoofer: 9.5 24.13 cm) x 9.8 (24.9 cm) x 10.2 (25.9 cm)Target: BlackSubwoofer: One, side-firing 6.5 (16.51cm) long-throw fiber composite coneTweeter: 19mm PEI domeVoltage 110/120 VACWeight Satellite: 2.1lbs (0.95kg) (0.95kg)
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